The paper is an introduction to the volume of proceedings and a concise digest of works presented during the XI [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The meeting has gathered around 150 participants who presented around 120 research and technical papers. The Symposium, organized every 3 years is a good portrait of laser technology and laser applications development in Poland at university laboratories, governmental institutes, company R&D laboratories, etc. The SLT also presents the current technical projects under realization by the national research, development and industrial teams. Topical tracks of the Symposium, traditionally divided to two large areassources and applications, were: laser sources in near and medium infrared, picosecond and femtosecond lasers, optical fiber lasers and amplifiers, semiconductor lasers, high power and high energy lasers and their applications, new materials and components for laser technology, applications of laser technology in measurements, metrology and science, military applications of laser technology, laser applications in environment protection and remote detection of trace substances, laser applications in medicine and biomedical engineering, laser applications in industry, technologies and material engineering.
OPTICAL FIBRE LASERS
Optical fibre lasers are widely used nowadays in industry and research applications, with such operational parameters like high average power reaching even hundred kW, generation of fs pulses, high stability and reliability, etc. A team from Institute of Experimental Physics Warsaw University (UW) and Institute of Physical Chemistry Polish Academy of Science is working on an optimized construction of fibre optic amplifier of fs pulses of high average power. Two techniques were applied to reduce the degradation effect of nonlinear phase accumulation and material dispersion on the generated and amplified pulses. These are chirped pulse amplification with pulse broadening, amplification and compression, and application of large modal area singlemode fibre. The following parameters were obtained in iterbium doped fibre amplifier: 65 W of average power, 900 kHz repetition frequency, pulse duration 0,5 ps, with spatial beam quality M 2 around 1,3.
Thulium doped optical fibre lasers, frequently used today in medicine, like dermatology, and appropriate for tele detection of warming gases, generate IR beam in the area of 1,9-2 µm. A team from Wrocław University of Technology (PWr) researches such lasers with application of nano-material based saturable absorbers, as well as nonlinear polarization rotation. The normal dispersion laser consists of 1566 nm pumped thulium fibre, dispersion compensating fibre, polarization controller and splitter, and complex coupler which includes output coupler, isolator and WDM multiplexer. The set generates 100 nm broadband dissipative solitons, of around 400 fs in width. The width of generated spectrum can be tuned by changing total dispersion in the optical path.
Poster session included several papers on optical fibre lasers, amplifiers and oscillators. Coupled, a few hundred fs solitons, separated by around 10 ps were generated in optical fibre laser with graphene saturable absorber. Locked mode optical fibre lasers in loop configuration were tested to generate single and double coupled pulses of various characteristics. A Tm doped optical fibre oscillator, pumped with 1550 nm and radiating at 1994 nm, was constructed generating regular stream of 110 ps pulses of medium power 2 W and repetition frequency around 80 MHz equal to the eigen-time of the laser resonator. Sub-ps IR pulses, with wavelength over 2000 nm were generated in Ho doped fibre optic laser. A prototype of Thulium optical fibre laser for small-invasive medical robotic endoscopic applications was constructed. Power scalability in Erbium optical fibre laser was obtained by the change of the power splitting ratio in the output coupler and not changing the resonator parameters.
Obtaining bigger output power in optical fibre lasers requires coherent power summation where the radiation phase is strictly synchronized in master oscillator power amplifier of MOPA geometry. The solution relies on pulse power spreading and amplification branch parallelization. Phase synchronization requires usage of optical fibre fast and accurate phase modulators/ shifters. Such fiber stretcher modulators were performed using piezoelectric drums.
Fully optical fibre 1550 nm light amplifier of 20 W power was constructed not using any other components, in particular volume optics. The device is ruggedized and does not require any adjustments. The device is a three stage MOPA cascade. With the first stage as EDFA amplifier, second stage is based on a fiber with double cladding and the final stage is double cladding Erbium doped fibre with large modal area enabling large output power at relatively high quality of the output beam.
A travelling wave loop geometry is a common architecture of optical fibre lasers. This configuration prevents spectral hole burning, which results in the increase of laser efficiency, and leads to higher output power. Theta configuration of the laser resonator loop was applied to avoid usage of expensive optical isolator, and provide loop uni-directionality. The loop consists of pumped active fibre, two non-symmetrical couplers, Bragg grating and one symmetrical coupler.
A fibre laser was constructed with the resonator in 50/50% coupled double O geometry or ∞ (PWr). Dissipative soliton resonance was applied to avoid nonlinear effects while working with large optical power. Pulse energy level was obtained over 2 µJ, or several orders of magnitude bigger than in telecom solutions of fibre amplifiers. The laser parameters were: 18 W pump, pulse repetition 800 kHz, pulse duration 170 ns, medium pulse power 1,7 W.
Fibre lasers are commonly used for material surface texturing like metal, glass, ceramics, timber, polymers, etc. Elastomers texturing is done for improvement of their behavior in wet environment, including the increase of hydrophobic properties and decrease of the friction coefficient. Texturing processes of styrene-butadiene SBR and ethylene-propylene-diene EPDM rubbers is researched at ŁUT. Polymer surfaces were scanned with 1065 nm laser beam, beam diameter 25 µm, average beam power 2-20 W, pulse duration 15 -220 ns, repetition rate 35 -290 kHz, scanning rate 100 -2500 mm/s, hatching 10 -50 µm, atmosphere -air of protective. Material surface wettability, measured by sessile drop method, was decreased by several tens %.
Optical fibre lasers were applied in several practical solutions of research and half-industrial equipment. Precision cutting of silicon wafers was done by laboratory setup with optical fibre 1065 nm laser (ŁUT). Optical fibre lasers are now the most common tools in various applications, sensory systems, technological tools etc.
SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS
Prior to potential manufacturing, various structures of semiconductor lasers are subject to numerical analysis, for optical, thermo-mechanical, stability, and other characteristics. A team at Łódź University of Technology specializes in subtle modeling of semiconductor lasers. A GaInAsSb disc laser generating in 3 -5 µm was researched. There were analyzed two solutions of such lasers, direct generation and difference frequency generation by two areas InGaAs/GaAs and GaInNAs/AsAs generating 900-1040 nm and 1250-1400 nm. The difference frequency is generated in a nonlinear crystal inside the laser resonant cavity. It was shown that both methods provide a source generating in the whole 3-5 µm spectral region. Another team of semiconductor and metamaterial laser theorists at WUT works on modelling integrated laser properties built of photonic metamaterials.
Stabilization of a beam from a wide strip, high power laser diode LD in the junction plane is a subject of construction and technological research. There are suggested solutions stabilizing the fundamental side mode in the widest possible range of the laser diode excitations. There are used flare waveguide constructions and ones with a controlled thermal waveguide effect. The work on 980 nm LD stabilization using an inbuilt internal lateral periodic structure consisting of N pairs alternate conducting and insulating strips located in the junction plane is carried at the Institute of Electronic Materials Technology ITME in Warsaw. This structure prefers a side mode for certain junction parameters, and works differently than phase -locked arrays, despite similarity of both structures. New periodic structure forces stability of the n-th mode of slightly bigger divergence than the fundamental mode. Thus, this stabilizes the angular distribution and frequently also the modal profile of the laser.
NEW LASER MATERIALS, COMPONENTS AND ASSEMBLIES
New and ever extending practical applications of sub-ps, non-thermal laser pulses force new research and technical directions on cheap and reliable laser sources generating efficiently in the spectrum from deep UV to the middle IR. A key component in the laser resonator, enabling generation of ultra-short pulses, apart from optically active resonator material amplifying the generated radiation in sufficiently broad spectrum, are saturable absorbers. The SA enable initialization and stabilization of laser in the mode locking work regime. Commonly used semiconductor saturable mirrors SESAME confine broad spectrum laser solutions, forcing applied research in carbon nanomaterials, topological insulators, bi-chalcogenides of transition metals and black phosphor. The work is done by the laser and optical fibre research group at Wrocław University of Technology. Using composite graphene/PMMA saturable absorbers the group obtained sub-ps pulses generation in 1550-2090 nm in fibres doped with erbium, thulium and holmium.
Optimal IR active glasses are researched for middle IR optical fibres working as light sources in 3 -6,5 µm spectral region. The work on chalcogenide glasses doped with RE ions like praseodymium and terbium is carried out at Wrocław University of Technology in cooperation with University of Nottingham. Key issue in generation of 3-5 µm light is low phonon energy in the host glass, below 400 cm -1 . Numerical simulations are performed for various chalcogenide glass compositions.
Research on modified and new laser oriented glasses and materials are done in UMCS Lublin and BUT Białystok. New chemical compounds are synthesized including optically active RE ions like europium and terbium at UMCS. Organic compounds fulfill ligands roles in complex materials of new functionalities. The compounds exhibit optical activity and are thermally resistant. Excitation and emission spectra of the new compounds are researched. New multicomponent IR and MIR glasses are synthesized and researched at BUT. Active polymers for manufacturing of low loss optical fibres are manufactured at UMCS. In particular the PMM is doped with active new developed complexes. Optical fibre preforms are manufactured from such material.
Monolithic pulse micro-laser of the following structure Er,Yb:glass/Co:MgAlO, which generates eye-safe radiation, was fabricated by the research group of IO WAT in cooperation with ITME. Active medium was thermally coupled to saturable absorber. The following parameters of the source were obtained: pulse power over 10 kW, pulse duration fwhm below 4 ns, pulse energy 40 µJ, differential efficiency over 50%, generation threshold over 220 mW, repetition frequency over 700 Hz for pump power less than 400 mW. The source consists of pigtailed pump diode with focusing optics, input mirror, active medium, passive modulator, and output mirror.
New families of garnets are researched for matrix media to be doped by the luminescent RE ions. GGAG crystal consisting of GdGaAlO, manufactured by Czochralski method, is of interest to a team from the PAS Institute of Low Temperatures and Structural Research in Wrocław and Institute of Physics PAS in Warsaw. Nominal stoichiometry GAGO crystals were doped individually with Ce, Ho, Er and Tm ions. Partial substitution of Ga and Al ions in the GAGG matrix causes nonhomogeneous perturbation of the lines of luminescent ions. Line widths are four times broader than in regular YAG matrix. Emission spectrum of GGAG:Tm spreads in the spectral region 1630-2150 nm, and GGAG:Ho in 1850-2150. Co-doping with ytterbium ions allows for efficient pumping. Two-for-one pumping effect was obtained for Tm ions concentration 4%.
Dichroic atomic vapor phase lock DAVLL signal detection method, with usage of Rb vapor cell, was modified by adding synchronous polarization switching PSDAVLL. The method was used in practice for stabilization of 780 nm VCSEL laser frequency. The method combines dichroism of atom vapor for laser frequency stabilization with synchronous detection using surface stabilized ferroelectric liquid crystal cell SSFLC, which switches polarization of laser light and simultaneously is a quarter wave plate. Application of PSDAVLL increased dynamics of the detected signal by around 10 dB in comparison with DAVLL method of balanced polarimetry. The level of frequency stability was 2,7x10 -9 , repeatability 1,2x10 -8 , and dynamic range ratio over 80 dB. The work is done by the laser and optoelectronics group at Wrocław University of Technology. The presented method is less sensitive to the environmental work conditions.
A new self-adapting resonator, with closed loop of the beam, was applied in the Nd:YAG laser enabling ns pulse generation. The following laser parameters were obtained (IO WAT): 250 mJ, differential efficiency 34%, beam close to diffraction limit, M 2 <1,6. Cavity finesse was passively modulated by Cr:YAG monocrystals. Single pulse was obtained. Pockels cell was used for active switching of losses. Peak power was around 2 MW for around 10 ns pulse duration.
A 793 nm diode pumped Tm:YAP thulium laser was constructed (IO WAT) as a 1940 nm pumping source. This wavelength is considered to be eye-safe. The work is carried on hybrid laser constructions where optical fibre laser, or better a volume tunable thulium laser is a pump for holmium laser Ho:YLF. The obtained laser parameters were: output power 4,5 W with differential efficiency over 40% and optical efficiency over 25%.
New materials used in photonics and laser technology embrace metamaterials and nanomaterisls. Nano silver powder is used in semiconductor laser technologies (ITME). On the other hand optically oriented structural metamaterials have favorable photonic propertied due to internal structure. Hyperbolic single axis metamaterials of periodic internal structure possess negative refraction and hyperbolic dispersion. The negative refraction originates from the tensor of electric permittivity, where some components there have opposite signs. Practical solutions of the material consist of graphene layers interlaced with dielectric, which gives some degree of external electric tunability to the structure. The work on various kinds of photonic metamaterials is carried out in various photonic laboratories in Poland including PW, PWr, ITME, etc.
NEW TYPES OF LASERS
The worlds of synchrotron light sources and optical lasers have recently nearly closed the gap between them. The fifth generation of synchrotron light sources are emerging due to the development of more reliable laser-plasma hardware, equipment miniaturization, and mastering laboratory methods of operating miniature, stable, extreme field accelerators and integrated ultra-precision undulators, either micro-magnets, MEMS/MOEMS based or plasma based. The fourth generation of light sources is flourishing with building a lot of new machines around the world, thus, widening accessibility to emerging, new, and big light sources like LCLS, SACLA, SwissFEL, SPARC, FLASH, and EuXFEL. The fifth generation light sources bring completely new challenges among them, in some future, like a dynamic (with femtosecond accuracy) creation of nearly the whole pulsed light beam generation path. Polish research teams either are participating in building of some of the mentioned machines or do a number of experiments on the light beams available there in such fields as particle physics, atom optics, material engineering, biomedical engineering, etc.
X-ray free electron lasers are developed in Europe with cooperation from experts from Poland. The crown machine now under final stages of construction in Europe (DESY, Hamburg), to be partially open for users in 2017 and fully in 2018, is the European X-Ray FEL. A number of Polish teams participated in the design and construction of this very large machine, including cryo-systems and LLRF control, diagnostic and measurement system. Now time comes for users of the X-ray laser beam. UJK in Kielce participates in the design of time resolved experiments using this laser. Various methods from the area of X-ray spectroscopy and diffraction techniques are used in research on dynamics of chemical reactions, phase transitions in condensed matter. Pulse-probe techniques use ultra-fast X-tray pulses in combination with intense optical laser pulses to investigate dynamic changes in matter, in femtosecond time scale, with the atomic size space resolution. Spectral and time characteristics of FEL X-ray pulses are researched and their dependence on laser work mode. The prospects for the EuXFEL research area is compared with the current confinements in the now working, the most powerful FEL machines like FLASH.
Laser-plasma light sources for extreme ultraviolet EUV and soft X-rays SXR are under intense development at WAT University, Institute of Optoelectronics. The radiation is generated in hot plasma due to interaction between high power, nanosecond, optical laser pulses and the gas puff target. The ultrasonic, high pressure, yet tiny, gas puff targets are irradiated with Nd:YAG laser pulses of the following parameters: time duration 1 -10 ns, single pulse energy 0,5 -10 J, pulse repetition frequency 10 Hz. The gas puff is double-stream, controlled by high-pressure electromagnetic valves, to avoid degradation and consequent destruction of the precision gas nozzle. The sources are equipped with optics to collimate and/or focus the emerging X-ray beam. There were applied axially symmetric, ellipsoidal, total external reflection mirrors, multi-tile lobster eye mirrors, and ellipsoidal interferometric mirrors covered by Mo/Si thin films. The researched laser-plasma light sources were applied to test material nano-and micro-processing, polymers modification, microscopy of nanometer space resolution, micro-radiography, pulse tomography, gas photoionization, low-temperature plasma generation, and radiobiology.
Interaction of femtosecond laser pulses with gas puff target leads to high-order harmonic generation, or HHG effect, in the EUV and SRX spectral regions. The generated fs and as (sub-fs) SXR pulses are used for research of fast processes in semiconductors, magnetic materials, lens-less diffractive imaging with nm resolution, interferometric tracing of the intra-molecular electron dynamics, FEL seeding, etc. A team at IO WAT, in cooperation with relevant institutions from Czech Republic associated with Extreme Light Infrastructure ELI project, investigate the methods to increase the efficiency of HHG processes, or optical laser pulse energy conversion to EUV and SXR radiation. The following methods to increase efficiency were exercised: application of multi-jet gas puff target with density gradients, and laser beam phase lock-in with harmonics generated in the medium with density gradients along the beam. Increase in the energy efficiency exchange was observed.
Pulsed, SXR and EUV, laser-plasma HED light sources, of energy density 10 10 -10 11 W/cm 2 , are used for generation of low electron temperature -i.e. tens of eV, plasma by gas photoionization. Such plasma, commonly occurring in accretion disks and photosphere of white dwarfs, thus playing a crucial role in astrophysics, is subject to laboratory astrophysics research. Low temperature plasma is commonly applied in industry for material surface modifications, precision etching, etc. The key parameter of reactive low temperature plasma is electron density. Typical devices working with low or atmospheric pressure generate plasma of electron density below 10 13 cm -3 , typically 10 11 cm -3 . A team from Institute of Optoelectronics WAT and Institute of Plasma Physics and Laser Micro-fusion IPPLM researches generation methods with usage of SXR, EUV laser-plasma HED sources, with which the electron density in plasma may be obtained several orders of magnitude bigger. The research shows plasma temperature measurements and electron density distribution in time and space.
Institute of Optoelectronics IO WAT specializes in research on new, modified and upgraded types of lasers. One of the researched types of lasers are holmium doped solid state lasers. Technical work is continued on new technological solutions for these lasers, using different matrices, pumping geometries and different pumping sources. Holmium lasers are laser pumped, short resonator, high power, high energy, around 2µm IR sources of short pulses and several Hz repetition frequency. The own achievements in various Ho lasers construction, including usage of different crystals for Ho ion hosting like Ho:YAG, Ho:YLF, are confronted with the state-of-the-art of these lasers in other laser technology centers. Ho ion doped lasers, CW and pulsed, are considered for pumping of OPO with nonlinear ZGP crystals, building of MOPA, as well as for medical and industrial applications.
Poster session showed also a number of new laser constructions. A tunable Cr:ZnSe laser generating 2200 nm and pumped with Tm:YLF is under design, simulations and construction. The laser is expected to generate at high efficiency, close to quantum confinement, peak power in the range of hundreds kW. ZnSe crystal was inside the cavity. Wavelength tuning of 100 nm was performed by tilting the output mirror. ANOPCPA 20 fs, 100 mJ, 10 Hz laser was used to generate X-ray keV photons via the beam Fe and Cu target interaction in a vacuum chamber. Q modulated Er:YAG laser was modified by the use of rotating mirror instead of electrooptic modulator (IO WAT). Rotating mirror does not introduce additional losses and low amplification of active medium allows for slow switching. At 300 W pump power, long pulses and repetition rate over 10 Hz the effect of thermal focusing of beam in Er:YAG rod is not omitted. The effect is compensated by concave rod front ends. High pulse repetition confines other laser parameters. The research ids directed on optimization of the modified laser construction.
Ultrafast pulse solid state laser Yb:KGW with hybrid passive mode locking is researched at Wrocław University of Technology. The laser is pumped by a single mode 750 mW laser diode of high quality pumping beam. Active cooling of active medium is not needed. Two versions of the laser were constructed, with SESAM mirror and Kerr lensing by changing cavity geometry. The obtained laser parameters were: pulse duration around 60 fs, medium power over 60 mW, half width of optical spectrum around 20 nm.
LASER PARTICLE ACCELERATORS
One of very interesting and current subjects in laser applications in research concerns laser acceleration of particles. This area is divided to two distinct areas -acceleration of leptons and hadrons, and acceleration of ions, including heavy ones. Acceleration of leptons requires less energy and relativistic intensity of the laser beam field, while acceleration of ions requires super-relativistic intensity of the laser beam fields. Both technologies are so different that cannot be directly compared.
The researchers at IO WAT cooperate with several international laser research institutes. One of them is GIST in South Korea. Now the center has a 4 PW laser and aims at building an exawatt machine. There are carried out experiments on laser based electron and ion acceleration to relativistic and super-relativistic energies. Plasma X-ray lasers were applied to micro-objects imaging with tens of nm resolution. Low-energy laser generated micro-explosion in dielectrics revealed new data concerning the phase transitions in materials containing different forms of silicates. High repetition lasers were used for generation of high energy photons for diffraction and X-ray spectroscopy.
To accelerate ions one has to possess light sources generating picosecond and femtosecond pulses of PW power level and intensities well over 10 20 -10 21 W/cm 2 . Interaction of the laser pulses with matter target results in plasma generation and generation of extremely strong electrical field gradient in the range of 10 -100 GV/cm. This electrical field has enough gradient to accelerate ions at the length shorter than 1 cm. The ion pulses created in these condition have unique properties. These properties are different than those obtained in classical accelerators. The generated ion pulse duration is sub-picosecond, has extreme intensity 10 20 W/cm 2 , large current density 10 12 A/cm 2 , and very big fluency of the pulsed beam 10 20 ions/cm 2 . Such ion pulse and pulsed beam parameters open new research applications of this unique tool in science, medicine, and technology, but also in nuclear physics, experiments on new dynamic states of highly excited matter, as well as in small laser based devices for hadron therapy of tumors. Generating such pulses without a large accelerator infrastructure but only using laser sets widens considerably the ion beam applicability. The research on ion beam acceleration with high power lasers is carried out in the IPPLM Institute in Warsaw, inside the ELI project and a number of own research and technical projects.
APPLICATION OF LASERS IN MATERIAL ENGINEERING AND NANOTECHNOLOGY
Interaction mechanisms of laser radiation with polymers depend on photon energy. A few eV photon breaks directly the bonds and photolytic dissociation in the polymer is observed. For photon energies below the band gap only higher energy states are generated, in electron sub-net for UV excitations, and in the direct phonon-photon coupling for IR excitation, resulting in ion polarization. Thermalization time of the excited states in polymer is around 10 -12 s. Thermal dissociation of macro particles prevail if the excitation is longer than the thermalization. Intentional combination of these effects allows to modify material geometry and its physical and chemical structure. A research work on laser micro-processing of biodegradable polymers is carried out at Wrocław University of Technology. There were used Yb:glass, ArF, KrF and CO 2 lasers for polymer processing.
Laser microprocessing is used during particular technological stages of printed electronics manufacturing on flexible substrates, but also for photovoltaics. Copper microelectrodes over dielectrics are structured by laser removal of excess material is such a way as to leave the lower layers intact. The method is simpler, no mask needed, faster, cheaper, and more precise than photolithography. The controlled parameters of photochemical ablation (as differentiated with photothermic ablation) are chosen for particular processed material and the substrate: radiation power, wavelength, pulse repetition frequency, pulse length, scanning rate, number of scans. As an example of the method efficiency a THz filter antenna was structured. The work is done in cooperation between IO WAT and WCB EIT in Wrocław. Laser based surface cleaning and micro-structuring for applications in art, material engineering and biomedical engineering, but also interference lithography is a specialty of the research group run previously by the late professor Jan Marczak at IO WAT. The effort of the group is continued in the following directions of advanced laser beam applications: laser punch strengthening of material surface, laser ornamenting of ceramics and glasses, structuring of medical implants, research on adhesion of thin films, DLC layers structuring for breeding of fibroid and endothelial muscles, glass engraving for microfluidic applications, fabrication of molecular sieves and micro-sieves from metal foils for cancerous cells separation from the blood, etc.
Effects of high power laser beam interaction with matter are assessed using analysis of the surface relocation and distortion maps generated by thermal conduction in the substrate. Numerical analysis of the laser impact is done using pairs of digital images of the object instead of the direct beam observation in the detector. The method is used for the analysis of power distribution in high power laser beams. It does not require mechanical scanning elements, nor beam attenuators of the beam impinging on the detector. The relocation and distortion maps are obtained by 3D digital image correlation. Fast digital cameras 500fps were applied, in the laboratory setup, for images acquisition to be compatible with time duration of laser pulses and dynamics of laser energy absorption and thermal conduction effects. The tests were done on metal bars of Al and brass. Laser tests were compared with numerical simulations. Data were also analyzed to recover the power distribution in the laser beam. Work is done at Faculty of Mechatronics WUT.
Research on deep laser re-melting of metals and alloys is done at the Laser Technology Center of Technical University in Kielce. The technological processes are modeled and the results are compared with laser experiments. Steel plates are cut or re-melted by 6 kW CO 2 laser. The re-melting model bases on numerable parameters of the technological process and processed steel types, including the widths of boiling and melting isotherms and their comparison with the laser beam width. This leads to more accurate determination of the material parameters after the continuous re-melt processing. The characteristic parameters of the re-melt traces are of concern like: depth, width, slenderness coefficient of the continuous weld as a function of re-meting rate and laser beam power. The aim is to automatize the choice of optimal parameters for particular material and expected results of laser based re-melting, like linear energy which is a ratio of laser power over re-melting rate, and re-melt slenderness dependence on re-melt rate.
Various kinds of alloy steels, mainly austenitic and martensitic, designed for work in elevated temperatures over 560 o C and boiler pressures over 27MPa, are subject to laser welding (Kielce Laser Centre). The following harmful effects have to be avoided during the process: warm-holes, porousness, re-melts, leaks, cracks, etc. Good preparation of welded edges is required and precision positioning of the laser beam. The researched welding parameters embrace: crystallographic structure of the material in the weld region, thermal influence regions, weld strength, other weld defects.
Laser processing facilitates the technology of highly resistant steel alloys, aluminum alloys, brittle magnesium and titanium alloys, heat resistant nickel over-alloys like Inconel, etc. Combination of mechanical shaping with laser shaping gives favorable results, and enables obtaining complex shapes in the 'difficult' materials. The window of technological parameters is wider, including less effort and energy needed to do the job. Experiments were performed with thin wall steel bars, in Kielce Laser Center in cooperation with the Institute of Fundamental Technological Research of PAS. Modelling was compared with experimental results.
Selective laser melting micro-metallurgy of powders, or SLM technology is a research specialty of a laser group at the Faculty of Mechanics, Wrocław University of Technology. SLM has a lot of advantages like low material usage, forming of ultimately complex geometries of fabricated parts, etc. The subject of two-stage laser processing, consisting of over-saturation and aging, but also cooling, is a super-alloy Inconel 718, which is very resistant in high temperatures. During the cooling the material is strengthened by changing its microstructure. Particular application of the material requires individual thermal processing, structuring internal micro-segregation and de-orientation of sub-grains, to obtain optimal mechanical parameters.
The same team at Wrocław University of Technology does a lot of other experiments with laser micro-metallurgy including material modifications, searching of role of interstitial atoms in the alloys, and using powder mixtures for additive manufacturing. Titanium is modified by addition of rhenium using the powder welding, laser based SLM technology. Research also is carried on titanium alloys TiAlNb, TiAlV of spherical homogeneously distributed grains. Laser melting tests were also done on powders with non-regular grains and not friable. Small addition of rhenium favorably changes titanium properties improving the temperature and mechanical properties. Orientation of grains in the 316L steel was researched depending on the laser beam scanning strategy. Strong crystallographic texture was obtained in the 001 direction and parallel to the direction of laser processing.
A number of posters concerned mechanical properties of laser welded joints. The causes of laser solder joints breaks were analyzed. High power semiconductor lasers were used for soldering. The aim of research in several cases was determination of the impact of laser beam welding without additional material on properties and structure of joints in different materials including rolled steel. A prevailing number of such work is done in the following institutions: the Institute of Welding in Gliwice, Silesian Uni. of Technology, which has a department of Welding and Laser Department at Kilece Uni. of Technology. Metal matrix composites with tungsten carbide and cobalt alloys were superimposed from powder on a metal substrate, using high power semiconductor laser and additive manufacturing technology. The process of pad welding was optimized.
Oxide layers were modified by laser in dye-sensitized solar cells DSSC. The aim of technological optimization was to reduce the internal resistance of the cells, i.e. the junction of TiO 2 /conductor FTO (fluorine doped tin oxide), which is caused by small junction surface between porous semiconductor layer and scabrous FTO layer. Resistance reduction was done by direct laser welding of the junction TiO 2 /FTO.
A number of posters also concerned laser modification of material surface, either by direct interaction of laser beam or by adding other materials. Titanium surface was modified by addition of rhenium (PWr). The surface of various materials was treated with lasers for optimization of the nanosecond micro-processing technologies (IFFM PAS, MA Gdynia). Laser induced modification of pyrolytic carbon was researched for obtaining bigger hydrophobic effect (PWr). Laser induced periodic surface structures were obtained in pyrolytic carbon as a material for adhesion control of cells in medical applications. Surface resistance of tungsten electrodes, used for resistance welding of multi-wire copper conductors, were modified by using copper powder and additive covering (Łódź Uni. Technology). Theoretical work also goes on planning experiments of material surface modifications with lasers (ŁUT). TiO 2 ceramic coatings, existing in many polymorphic forms, were modified by a UV pulsed laser (Kielce), and the modified structure was researched using Raman spectroscopy. One of the key factors in laser based surface processing is surface preparation by optimizing the value of absorption coefficient. The work on surface preparations is carried out in Laser Technology Centre in Kielce.
APPLICATIONS OF LASERS IN MEDICINE AND BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
WAT University cooperates with several hospitals and medical universities on different aspects of applications of new laser solutions in medicine. A biomedical team at IO WAT tests chosen medical diagnostic and therapeutic procedures in which there is compared radiation influence on the tissue generated by high power LEDs, 600-1000 nm, and semiconductor lasers. Typical diagnostic and therapeutic applications are considered. Quantitative results are presented for different types of cell lines. In particular, light sources were used in research on proliferation rates of the endothelium cells and secretion of angiogenous agents. The work is done in cooperation with Laser therapy research group at the Mikołaj Kopernik University in Toruń.
Human mesenchymal stem cells hMSC are used in regenerative medicine. Cell cultures for clinical purposes are bred today in vitro, which is not very effective. Growth and proliferation stimulation methods for these cells are searched in shorter time. Laser technology comes of help. Various lighting conditions are tested for optimal breeding of human stem cells at IO WAT. It was shown that the radiation from optimized LED sources may stimulate the growth and proliferation of human hMSC in the in vitro breeding conditions only at strictly determined energetic parameters of the radiation and lighting conditions. Noninvasive methods of metabolic changes monitoring in the human hMSC cell cultures are researched with the usage of laser technology. There was observed an increased 560 nm auto-fluorescence in these cells for 460 nm excitation, which effect may be used for monitoring of their growth.
A research group from Szewalski Institute of Fluid-flow Machinery, Warsaw Medical University, and Gdańsk University of Technology developed a compact, transportable pulsed/CW 975 nm dermatological laser with optical fibre treatment probe. The laser is used for therapies requiring deep penetration of tissue, like cutaneous or dermal neurofibroma and hemangiomas. Effects of this laser therapy is compared with other light sources like Ho:YAG.
Isolation of circulating tumor cells CTCs in the blood is done for diagnostics of the illness and for monitoring of the body response to the curing procedures. Laser fabricated molecular sieves are tried for catching the cells. The issues are the scarcity of these cells in the blood on the level of a single cell in 1 ml of blood, and lack of a single phenotypic or genotypic feature enabling cell differentiation. Molecular sieves with dense holes of around 10 µm in diameter were fabricated and tested on fluorescent balls of different diameters in a fluid suspension. The technological issues for sieve effectiveness are biocompatibility of the sieve material, hole density, quality of the sieve surface, etc. The work is done at IO WAT.
Nd:YAG laser generating fourth harmonic 266 nm and GaN laser 375 nm were used for research on usage of optical methods to characterize and classify pollen grains from a variety of plants. The aim of work is associated with allergy and immunology, and finding cheap and fast measurement method. Optical signatures of pollen grains were recorded using several methods including LIF, Raman scattering, and IR absorption. Raman scattering spectra were measured using a spectrometer working in the area 400-4000 cm -1 . The work is done at IO WAT.
An optoelectronic system was built using laser spectroscopy for discovery of disease markers in human breath. This challenging project was realized in a consortium of Warsaw University, Faculty of Physics and IO WAT. The breathed out air contains various biological substances. Excess of some of the biomarkers may lead to a fast and very early response of a particular ailment. The method is noninvasive. The following potential biomarkers of various illnesses were detected in a laboratory setup in cooperation with patients: acetone, ammoniac, ethane, methane, carbonyl sulfide, nitrogen oxide, and carbon oxide. Biomarker concentration in a sample of breathed out air is measured on the base of their spectral signatures. The following ultra-sensitive measurement methods were applied: loss spectroscopy in optical cavity, and multi-pass spectroscopy combined with laser beam modulation. The system consists of optical detection module and full closed gas system for breathed out air sample acquisition and conditioning.
Photochemical therapy is increasingly frequently used with the development of modern light sources, laser and LED based. Optical methods include photo-diagnostics, photodynamic treatment, internal photo-sensitization or with external agents, and other ones including endogenic action of light energy on the cells and sub-cell structures. IO WAT specializes in cooperation with spin-off firms to manufacture and implement in clinical practice a number of innovative light sources combined with relevant medical procedures. The UVB, UVA, VIS and NIR sources were fabricated for dermatology, gynecology, laryngology, stomatology, etc. Recently sLED matrices were used. The research embraced also photo sensitizers (porphyrin derivatives, chlorines, phtalocyanine, etc.) for photo-dynamic therapy, laser induced fluorescence in the tissue, etc.
Laser based additive manufacturing, like selective laser micro-metallurgy, is used for fabrication of biomechanical functional structures like individualized implants of unique geometry and complex architecture, not available by any other mechanical processing method. Design features of implants are: chemical, biological and mechanical properties, and fitting them to the real application site. Porous implant structure facilitates penetration of growths factors like osteoblasts, development of new tissue. The work on titanium alloys TiAlNb porous implants is carried at Wrocław University of Technology.
A multispectral laser scanner was constructed at IO WAT and used in a practical system of environment protection and monitoring. Light source consists of three semiconductor diodes 850, 905 and 1550 nm. Light beam is scanned over the investigated region. Digital map of terrain is generated by the device and presented to the user via the GUI. The device enables remote measurements of soil wetness, soil status, plant vegetation, plant characteristics, plant illnesses, etc.
A number of posters showed a variety of laser applications in medicine and biomedical engineering. Laser radiation used for tissue ablation was enhanced with ultrasound techniques for tissue modifications. Laser CW detector for biological aerosol detection, using LIF method, was constructed at IO WAT. The device is used for checking microbiological purity of air.
APPLICATIONS OF LASERS IN SECURITY, SAFETY AND DEFENCE SYSTEMS
New defense and armament systems, using directed beam energy, are researched at IO WAT. The generation of weapons depends on their operational parameters like: applicability or general usage aim, principle of work, radiated power, spectrum range, effectiveness for particular objects and working conditions, blind or destroy question, kind of carrier platform, kind of effector, cooperation with other teledetection and remote multispectral sensing systems, maintenance, costs, upgradeability, and many other. There are many advantages of the directed beam energy weapons, but there are simultaneously numerable confinements of their applicability. Large systems require large carrier platforms and are expensive. The research work is carried in the direction of intelligent, automatic and smart systems, combined with flexible and versatile detectors, machine vision and sensor fusion technologies.
High power semiconductor pulse laser was used for the construction a rugged data transmission system. The system may be point to point, point to multipoint or full broadcasting. Range and data rates are estimated by modelling and by experiments for various of transmission conditions including bad weather, various smokescreens, difficult terrain, etc. Voice and user data were transmitted and transmission quality was measured. The work is carried at IO WAT. The advantages of pulsed over CW laser data transmission were estimated, from practical and theoretical point of view.
High power semiconductor lasers were used for the construction of bidirectional data transmission system with passive feedback using radiation modulation of the beam retro-reflected from the illuminated object. Pulse position modulation was used in the laser signal transmitter, while the object retro-reflects to the transmitter (equipped additionally with a receiver) a modulated signal with coded identification signatures. Civilian applications include monitoring and telemetry of objects not equipped in radiation sources. Defense systems include adding more interrogating and identification features (including friend or foe) to the laser range-meter.
Traffic safety includes laser velocimetry, either movable used by the police, or movable and stationary combined with the road architecture. Traffic safety also includes much more complicated laser based systems, like remote detection of alcohol vapor inside the cabins of moving vehicles. Laser based velocimetry commonly used is based either on Doppler frequency shift, or measuring of time lapse for unit distance and particular observed vehicle. The measurement may also base on measurement of the distance covered by vehicle in a set time unit. The latter method was implemented in movable measuring units using eye-safe low-emission laser sources. The requirements for the velocimetry were: velocity measurement error less than 1km/h, measurement time 300 ms, distance measurement better than 6 cm. Increase in the measurement range and signal to noise ratio requires digital registration of the reflected signal, with usage of characteristic signatures of the echo. Remote sensing of alcohol vapors requires re-scaling the measurements taking into account spectral characteristics of car windows. The measurement bases on alcohol signatures in the spectral region of 2,5 -4,5 µm. The signatures are written in the back reflected signal. Quantum cascade IR lasers were used to build the remote measurement laboratory setup. Extensive work on traffic safety, laser based equipment is done in IO WAT.
Several posters were associated with high power laser radiation interaction with matter. Nd:YAG pulsed laser beam 1 ms and 10 J was interacting with metals like Al, Cu, brass and Ti. Mass depletions in the targets were measured. Emission spectra of the generated plasma were measured using laser induced breakdown spectroscopy LIBS methods with spectrometer in UV and VIS regions. Airborne laser scanner is researched at IO WAT. A database of reflectance of various materials is built for this versatile airborne scanner.
OPTICAL AND LASER MEASUREMENTS, INTERFEROMETRY, SPECTROSCOPY, AND TOMOGRAPHY
Interferometry is used commonly for assessment of optical surface quality in optical elements applied to shape high power laser beams. A diffraction interferometer was constructed by a group from the Institute of Micromechanics and Photonics, Warsaw University of Technology. The device enables precision measurements of spherical components of large diameters and numerical aperture up to NA=0,55 without possessing interferometric reference. The interferometric image is subject to processing and analysis of the recovered phase, which is based on empirical decomposition of modes enabling controlled improving of the interferogram quality and information separation on various parameters of the measured surface. Other solution of applied interferometric measurements base on ShackHartmann field sensor. This was applied for the investigation of high energy laser beam influence on the shape of tested optical elements. An interferometer with transverse splitting of the wave front is suggested for this solution.
A multiaxial laser interferometer was constructed, at Wrocław University of Technology in cooperation with Lasertex, for measurements of machines geometry. Three perpendicular axes are measured using a single laser source adjustment. Axis positioning and perpendicularity is measured diagonally without the need for additional adjustments for individual axes. Measurement axis switching is done by the beam direction generator which is also an optical circuit of measurement interferometer. New solutions of liquid crystal switches were applied manufactured at IFT WAT. Measurement system parameters are: direction precision 10 seconds, direction stability 2 seconds, temperature stability of geometrical dimensions 0,1 µm/ o C, reflection loss in liquid crystal switch 0,5%.
Precise methods of absorption and dispersion laser spectroscopy are used in numerable metrological tasks extending from basic research, gas detection, molecular identification, atmosphere monitoring, Doppler thermometry, frequency measurements, intensities and shapes of spectral lines, etc. In case of small signals the methods of laser spectroscopy are enhanced by application of optical cavity. Several options are available of various features like cavity-ring-down spectroscopy CRDS, frequency stabilized CRDS, cavity width-mode spectroscopy CMWS, one-dimensional cavity mode-dispersion spectroscopy 1D-CMDS. The work on precision laser spectroscopy methods enhanced by optical cavity is done at the University of Mikołaj Kopernik in Toruń. New methods of cavity enhanced spectroscopy are particularly useful for measurements where large accuracies are needed for weak absorptions. Direct comparison of various absorption and dispersion methods allows to identify potential apparatus effects in the constructed laser spectroscopy measurement systems.
The underlying work on high selectivity and sensitivity detection of biomarkers and potential molecular and other chemical/biochemical threats, vapors of explosive materials, etc., on the ppt level is research on ultra-precision laser spectroscopy LAS. The work on the development of numerable innovative LAS was done in cooperation between IO WAT and Faculty of Physics, Warsaw University. Laser spectroscopy enhanced by optical cavity was mastered by the team for metrological purposes. The method relies on fitting the absorption line of the source to the absorption line of investigated substance in an optical cavity of optimized construction. Other solutions measure phase shift between optical input and output from the cavity. Software was also designed for spectral signatures analyses and comparisons of unknown substance spectral fingerprints. The analysis takes into accounts the influence of numerous present other substances interfering with the detected one. The substance database is imported from HITRAN. The data processing circuit applied in the constructed measurement system detected signal decay in the cavity.
Photonic devices for multiphoton spectroscopy with usage of optical fiber sensors are designed, constructed and tested at Wrocław University of Technology. The constructed optical fibre sensors are designed to work in the middle IR spectral region and serve for processing of short optical pulses. Other group of sensors works in the visible and UV and generate sub-ps optical signals. The system measures fluorescence intensity and life times of the fluorescence. Photonic fibres of low dispersion and attenuation were used for transmission of femtosecond pulses. The aim of the work is to build a system of optical fibre multimode sensors for measurement of fluorescence intensity and decay with usage of pico and femtosecond pulses.
Quantum cascade lasers (QCL), radiating in the middle IR 3 -8 µm, were used in the construction of a sensitive laser spectrometer cooperating with multi-pass gas cell. The exemplary filling of the cell was methane where a detection limit was obtained for 1,4 ppb. The advantage of using MIR spectrum for measurements over IR is that the rotationvibration absorption lines of searched gases and vapors are an order of magnitude stronger. Stronger signal is translated to sensor compactness, low power usage, lower cost, applicability in industry, environment monitoring and medical diagnostics. Direct measurement method was used in the sensor with laser tuning by a saw-tooth like signal. Thus, the signal in the detector images the shape of the absorption peak. Increase in sensitivity and resolution was obtained by application of an algorithm averaging the detector signal (PWr).
The QCL sources, due to their favorable spectral region of work, were also used to build measurement systems for detection of trace impurities in the atmosphere (IO WAT). Other system solution used emission-absorption method for remote discovery of vapors and gases, including ones of elevated temperature like exhaust from vehicles, chimneys, industrial systems, etc. The measurement method uses optical aperture filled with the searched pollutant, and compares the measurement results with the aperture and without. A family of remote laser based ultra-sensitive detection systems of gases, sprays, vapors, mists, etc. is developed at IO WAT using different laser sources fit to the application and different detection methods like absorption spectroscopy, optical cavity enhancement methods, optical coherence methods, etc.
Optoelectronic sensors for water vapor detection are researched by a group from IFD and IG UW and Humboldt Uni. Berlin. The sensors are designed for airborne applications to monitor the environment. Airborne application forces demanding requirements, like fast readout, faster than 10 ms, and broad range of measurements. At low altitudes a laser absorption meter is used tuned precisely to the maximum of water absorption at 1364,67 nm, with detectability limit 10 15 cm -3 . A reference cell with water vapor was used to stabilize laser frequency. Laser beam was modulated in amplitude. At higher altitudes, a high precision wetness meter was used, also working at around 1300nm, based on loss spectroscopy in optical cavity. Detectability limit was 10 12 cm -3 .
IO WAT possesses a reference laser metrological laboratory which is officially accredited by the Polish Accreditation Center and fulfills the following metrological standards: PN-EN ISO/IEC 17025:2005. Accreditation includes the standardized measurements of the power and energy of laser radiation. Uncertainty of measurement is rigorously estimated including all relevant factors including environmental conditions, telescope transmission, reflection coefficient, and measurement of power and/or energy. All uncertainties have two components -standard and depending on particular measurement setup.
CONCLUSIONS, CLOSING REMARKS, ACKNOWLEDGMENTS, SLT2019
The national laser research, development, business fields and commercial markets are developing at a very fast pace. The STL 2016 meeting summarized well the current developments and achievements of this vivid community. The editors of this volume of proceedings and authors of this introductory paper would like to thank all SLT2016 participants and authors for their contributions to this volume. The editors hope that the volume will contribute well to the wider dissemination of the developments of laser and associated optoelectronic technologies in Poland. The next Symposium in Laser Technology -SLT2019 is preliminarily scheduled to be organized again by the Institute of Optoelectronics, Military University of Technology in cooperation with Warsaw University of Technology in Jastarnia in September 2019.
